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TOWARD

THE

BORDERLESS.

CAREER: Corporate
Hiring

in the 1

'90s
T.K. Bikoon and Sally Ann Law How Is globalismiunderstood by corporations and colleges In the

United States?

What are the human resource implications of globalism? In particular, what
characteristics will be needed by professionals to perform successfully
in the new world economy?

What are corporations and colleges doing today to meet these human
resource needs? How successful are they?

What should they be doing differently to produce a professional workforce
that Is competitive globally?

-Relative to

expected

demand,

the supply

of cross-

culturally

competent

U.S. job

candidates

is scarce."

hese are the key questions we set out to answer in a recent study sponsored by

the College Placement Council Foundation and conducted by the RAND

Corporation. Case studies were conducted in 16 corporations and 16 aca-

demic institutions distributed among four major urban areas in distinct re-

gions of the United States. The corporate sites included manufacturing, con-

struction, and business and technical service firms. All were multinational or

had international business strategies, and all recruited on college campuses. The academic sites in-

cluded public and private colleges and universities, all of which had mission statements or programs

that acknowledged a concern with preparing graduates to participate in a global economy, and all of

which offered job placement services. More information on our research method appears on page 15.

In this article, we concentrate on the findings of our study of corporate managers.

Corporate strategies for responding to an increasingly internationalized and dynamic environ-

ment have been the subject of widespread attention, both in popular media and in the trade press.

However, less attention has been given to the human resource implications of those strategies.

What kinds of managers and professionals will perform successfully in a global economy? What

should higher educational institutions be doing to prepare their graduates for effective participa-

tion in such an environment? How can corporations improve their ability to find, hire, and de-

velop a workforce that can cope with international as well as domestic competitive pressures?

Reprinted by permission from International Mucator, Vol. 4, No, 2, Winter 1995, pp. 12-15, 32-33.
Copyright 1995 NAFSA: Association of International Educators.
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Corporate Perspectives on Globe Ham
At all sites, the corporate respondents viewed gJob-
alism in two senses, conceptual and operational
Globalism in a conceptual sense refers to a revolu-
tionary way of understanding the structure of the
world economy and the position of U.S. firms in it.
Globalism in an operational sense refers to new
ways of doing business designed to increase a
firm's competitiveness in an increasingly inter-
linked world economy. The chief prerequisite for
operating successfully in such an environment, ac-
cording to those interviewed, is the adoption of a
thoroughly new perspective. Frequent references
to a "paradigm shift," "revolution in thought,"
"new model," and "new culture" indicate the per-
vasiveness of the change in view.

Globalism in the conceptual sense is character-
ized by four themes. Most noticeable was

the theme that
a global view
of economic
activity is not
location depen-

dent but rather is
distributed and
adaptive to local
conditions. As a
corollary, earlier

"multinational"
models of corporate ac-

tivityregarded as
headquarters cen-

teredare giving
way to more
pancentric mod-
els in an attempt
to overcome the
"we-they" orien-

tation. As one vice°
president put it,

"The phrase 'home

CO"'
country' is losing its
meaning."

A second theme is that
globalism, although not location-dependent, is lo-
cation responsive. The same enabling technologies
permit corporations to customize products and
services for clients all over the world, communi-
cate rapidly and directly with suppliers, distribu-
tors, and customers anywhere, and engage in a va-
riety of collaborative ventures with other
organizations at a distance.

A thr d theme characterizing globalism is that
resr:a 'ding competitively in fast, flexible ways to
wide-ranging opportunities and challenges may
entail a host of specific operational changes. Aim-
ing at these kinds of performance standards led
many of the organizations in this study to reduce
levels of management and to push decision mak-
ing to lower levels in the hierarchy.

Finally, such generic changes directly link
globalism in strategic planning to the way individ-
ual jobs are done.

Globalism in the operational sense is charac-
terized by three kinds of activities: (1) large-scale
restructuring by firms to move away from location
as a major principle of organization; (2) expansion
of the corporate knowledge base to permit world-
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wide business activitim and (3) enhancement of
competitiveness through improvements in speed,
quality, and customer satisfaction.

Corporations taking part in this research have
well-elaborated ideas about what globalism means
in general and for their own operations. A corpo-
rate global strategy does not necessarily entail in-
ternational posts or extended travel for its em-
ployeesbut it might. Geographic mobility,
supplemented by improved communications, is
in fact becoming more frequent. To some extent,
the requirement for mobility depends on the job
function performed and the career path of the job
holder. It also depends in part on other aspects of
a company's international strategy, such as out-
sourcing, host-country hiring, and international
agreements. In any case, giol.aiism and its con-
comitants have madc location a less clear-cut issue
than it used to be.

On the other hand, a corporate global strat-
egy does entail an increased need to understand
ar.d be able to interact withrepresentatives of
other cultures. That need arises in several ways.
For example, it may be required for adapting
products and services to new markets, for market-
ing and selling them, or for coping with the legal
and regulatory environment within which such
activities are conducted. Or it may be required for
cooperating with a non-U.S. partner firm, work-
ing within a cross-cultural team, or capturing a
sizable share of business from ethnically distinct
market segments within the United States.

Corporate Perceptions of Human
Resource Implications
Our interviews and discussions with corporate
participants explored the consequences of a global
business strategy for the kinds of professional em-
ployees a firm hopes to hire. Four categories of
human resources needs were suggested by the re-
sults of Our research.

Domain knowledge. The need for knowledge in
specific subject-matter areas is intensifying as
firms face stronger competition. Colleges in the
United States are currently producing graduates
with strong domain knowledge, but corporations
are concerned about the ability of those colleges to
continue to meet even higher standards as their
resources become increasingly limited and enter-
ing students show signs of being less and less pre-
pared. Entry-level requirements for professional
jobs appear to be getting higher, especially in the
sciences, engineering, and other technical fields,
but according to many corporate respondents the
supply of highly competent graduates is decreas-
ing. Some firms reported deterioration not only in
basic mathematics and science skills but also in
reading comprehension and writing ability among
college graduates.

Cognitive, social, and personal skills. Problem-
solving ability, decision making, and knowing
"how to learn" are all valued generic cognitive
skills. Social skills include the ability to work effec-
tively in groups with colleagues of diverse back-
grounds (both cultural and professional) and the
ability to communicate effectively both in writing
and in speech. Frequently cited desired personal
traits are flexibility and adaptability, openness to
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new ideas and practices, empathy with others'
perspectives, commitment to quality work, and
innovativeness. Corporate respondents do not be-
lieve that colleges focus sufficiently on developing
these skills and qualities.

Prior work experience and on-the-job train-
ing. Corporations value job candidates who have
successfully demonstrated their domain knowl-
edge and their generic skills and traits in work
settings. Corporate participants do not believe
that colleges generally encourage students to gain
work experience relevant to their professional
goals (even though some academic programs in-
clude internships).

Cross-cultural competence. Cross-cultural com-
petence is the critical new human resource re-
quirement for corporations that have espoused a
global business strategy. The skills and abilities re-
viewed in the other categories above would be ex-
pected to contribute to effective performance in al-
most any organization; changes made in the
interest of becoming or remaining internationally
competitive only intensify the need for them.
Cross-cultural competence, however, is more di-
rectly linked to globalism. As one human resource
specialist said, "Any-
one who is hired in
the firm now is po-
tentially an interna- "I'm looking
tional engineer and
has to be flexible. But for business
there are places in the
United States where globalistspeople
you would get cul-
ture shock too." who understand

Firms value
cross-cultural com- business issues from
petence indepen-
dently of whether an an international
employer's job calls
for travel. The need perspectivenot just
to understand and
interact with individ- the interculturany
uals from different
cultural backgrounds sensitive types."
has become increas-
ingly location-inde-
pendent. Moreover,
some companies have moved to make diverse
work groups a part of the way they do business ev-
erywhere. For example, one vice president told us,
"We need a workforce that mirrors the interna-
tional scope of our sites and the international
character of the global customers we work for. Wc
can't do this with cultitrally homogeneous teams
of professionals." As a result, he added, "any of-
fice, in any country, will have employees of many,
many nationalities."

Given the emphasis on cross-cultural compe-
tence as the new human resource requirement for
internationally competitive firms, it is surprising
that prior cross-cultural experiences, such as
study-abroad, and foreign language fluency re-
ceived relatively low ratings as predictors of work-
place effectiveness in the more quantitative por-
tion of our study (not reported here). Interview
information suggests two reasons for this.

First, according to respondents, the value of
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study-abroad programs depends almost entirely
on how they are implemented. Many corporate
representatives, for instance, believe that often
studv-abroad programs are too isolated and aca-
demic, creating "mini-Americas or "American
ghettos" within the host country. As a result, stu-
dents do not in fact have to adapt to day-to-day
life in another culture. Similarly, college course
work in a foreign languageeven several
semesters of itdoes not necessarily produce cul-
tural fluency. Not all academic programs have
these problems. Corporate respondents named
schools in the United States and elsewhere that
provide very strong language training coupled
with intensive exposure to another culture. These
were, however, regarded as exceptional.

Second, respondents believe that it is not nec-
essary to possess a specific linguistic and cultural
fluency in advance of a job assignment; rather,
what is important is being willing to learn when
the need arises. Knowing the language ahead of
time is a real strength, the director of global strat-
egy in one corporation acknowledged, "but under-
star ding things from the other perspective is
crucial. Living there gives you this even
when you aren't totally fluent." It was

1

g e n
erally
agreed,
h o w -
ever, that
fluency needs to be
acquired once an international assign-
rnent is made. For individuals motivated to over-
come cultural barriers to being effective employ-
ees, this was not regardM as a major hurdle. As the
international human resource director in one cor-
poration said, "We tell them that if they're good
enough to be an engineer in 'company name),
they can learn the language."

Cross-cultural competence, then, chiefly en-
tails a widened knowledge base plus openness and
adaptability to different cultural perspectives
and the willingness to learn whatever else is

needed to deploy domain skills effectively in new
contexts (including, perhaps, functionality in an-
other language). Although these sound like the
sorts of prerequisites universities are well-suited
to fulfill, they are what corporations find in short-
est supply among entry-level candidates.

The shortfalls have to do with both the con-
tent and the experiential aspects of cross-cultural
competence. With respect to content, corporate
respondents pointed out, international dimen-
sions of the academic major tend to be treated su-
perficially or unsystematically in course work
and may even be ignored entirely. Moreover, the
broader background may be missing as well. That
is, general education requirements for a baccalau-
reate degree can often be met wit,,out courms in
subjects such as world history, geography, and
comparative political science. Compared to their
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counterparts from universities in other parts of
the world, a marketing manager told us, U.S. stu-
dents are "strong technically" but "shortchanged
in these other areas." Concurring, a worldwide
human resources vice president noted, "Our U.S.
candidates are the most linguistically deprived."
The general belief, then is that job candidates are
likely to lack both the international aspects of do-
main-relevant knowledge and general back-
ground understanding required to make suctess-
ful use of their technical capabilities in a global
economic environment.

on the experiential side, concerns focus on
whether U.S. candidates get enough exposure to
other cultures to learn how to work effectively
with indi.iduals whose norms, preferences, be-
liefs, styles, and values are quite different from
their own. We have already mentioned firms'
skepticism about the degree of cultural exposure
afforded by most study-abroad programs. They
are even more dubious about the extent to which
other opportunities for exposure to different cul-
tures are exploited. Many participants contended,

for instance, that in spite of efforts to recruit

and retain ethnically diverse student populations,
universities do little to promote regular social in-
teraction among them. Avenues for interaction
between students and ethnic subcultures in the
community outside the university are still less
likely to be pursued. So U.S. candidates may not
have developed the social and personal qualities
required for effective performance in a globally
competitive corporation.

The lack of cross-cultural competence among
entry level U.S. candidates is particularly evident
compared with newly hired employees from other
countries, according to many corporate respon-
dents. The comparison implies that U.S. job can-
didates as well as the firms that hire them may be
at a competitive disadvantage. U.S. students agree.
When asked whether they think international stu-
dents have a comparative advantage over them in
the hiring market, many say that they are losing
out on.iust one important dimensioncross-cul-
tural competence. Summing it up, one corporate
human resource manager said, "Universities
don't think globallyit's not ingrained in their
philosophy and curriculum to create the global
worker." In Europe, in contrast, "the excitement
about being in the world economy is tangible!
While they're moving on, the United States is slid-
ing backward." He ended by saying "U.S. univer-
sities need to changeand business will be

putting pressure on them"
Given that the new competencies required for

international competitiveness are not now readily
supplied by most U.S. academic institutions. wc
sought to find out what approaches corporations
are adopting to align workforce skills with global
strategies. We found five:

Looking beyond the US. labor market
ft Sending new signals to schools

Training and development in the firm
Updated models for international careers
Strengthening ties with academic institutions

Looking Beyond the U.S. Labor Market
The fastest way to meet the demand for cross-cul-
tural competence is to look beyond the U.S. labor
market in recruiting entry-level employees. Firms
pursue this option in two ways, searching both
within and outside the United States.

First, firms may solicit interviews with inter-
national students on the U.S. campuses where
they regularly recruit and participate in iob fairs
or recruiting consortia that draw international
students from several academic institutions. In
addition to conducting campus interviews, firms
make use of third-party organizations that spe-
cialize in locating international students for entry-
level positions (in contrast to most search firms,
which specialize in higher level recruiting).

The director of one engineering department,
for instance, told us that "more and more resumes
for entry-level engineers come to us from non-
U.S. students." A recruiter in another organiza-
tion reported similar experiences in most of the
science and technology fields in which they hire.
Both found that, at least below the PhD level,
many U.S. students in these fields are "noncom-
petitive on the skill market," for reasons described
earlier. Further, many international students have
the advantage of being cross-cultural. One re-
cently hired engineer mentioned being fluent in
English, Chinese, and French; he said that having
lived in many countries was a "strong asset" in the
job market. Although particularly difficult in en-
gineering and applied science, the problems of
finding subiect-matter excellence combined with
cross-cultural competence are not confined to
these fields.

As a second strategy for looking beyond the
U.S. labor market, many corporations also recruit
at universities in other countries. The worldwide
vice president for human resources in one corpo-
ration explained that "European students arc
eager to do a 'stage' in another country, and their
schools encourage it, so they have gotten better
cultural exposure." Speaking more bluntly. a rep-
resentative from another corporation said, "If I
wanted to recruit people who are both technically
skilled and culturally aware, I wouldn't even waste .
time looking for them on U.S. college campuses."
A third firm reported recruiting in 60 to 65 coun-
tries, acknowledging that "when we recruit inter-
nationally, we get employees we can send any-
where in the world; but we recruit North
Americans to work in the home country only."

It is important to note that international stu-
dents are normally recruited in the United States
on condition that they will work for the hiring
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firm in their home country. They may be retained
in the United States, however, which involves
ex-tra time, bureaucratic procedures, and other
costs associated with getting a work permit or per-
manent residency; or they may be deployed to
other locations, depending on the firm's needs.

Although globally positioned firms are able to
address many of their human resource needs by
going to the international labor market, it is not in
all respects an optimal solution. First, it entails ad-
ditional effort. More important, as an engineering
department director pointed out, "International
labor competition is already tough now."

Sending New Signals to Schools
A longer-term approach to meeting these new
human resource requirements is to send strong sig-
nals via job descriptions, recruiting processes. and
hiring procedures that candidates with cross-cul-
tural competence have a significant advantage.
Such a strategy is intended both to attract graduat-
ing students who have the desired capabilities and
also to let those in the pipeline know about the new
skill demands. Because trends toward globalism are
expected to increase, expanding the pool of poten-
tially effective U.S. candidates in the workforce is
viewed as highly desirable. Moreover, promoting
cross-cultural competence in the U.S. workforce is
important, not just because U.S. candidates who
lack it will not make it in a global company, but
also because it means they "won't make it manag-
ing a diverse workforce domestically," according to
one marketing department head.

Training and Development in the Firm
For the firm itself, early training experiences arc
useful for assessing an employee's potential effec-
tiveness in international work. A number of par-
ticipating companies. for example, send newly
hired U.S. employees to an international site for
initial training. Their performance in that context
is treated as a good
predictor of their fu-
ture effectiveness in
the global workforce.
Reflecting this view, a
corporate vice presi-
dent said. "Our em-
ployees have to be able
to operate in a very
local manner, what-
ever country they are
in." Underscoring this
point, another human
resource manager said,
"The biggest cause of
failure is inability to
adapt."

Other develop-
mental activities may include simulation exercises
aimed at increasing employees' openness to alter-
native cultural perspectives and working with cul-
turally diverse proiect teams at U.S. sites. Rela -
tively few firms made use of games or simulations
%with the primary obiective of enhancing interna-
tional awareness. More often, such techniques
had been incorporated to improve the manage-
ment of cultural diversity domestically, with in-

"The inability

to perform cross-

culturally will so,,n

become a failure

criterion. Now that

ability is a success

criterion."
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creased international understanding a posi-
tive secondary outcome.

On the other hand. teams comprising
professional employees of many nationali-
ties were more likely to have been intro-
duced as a dirt, component of a global
business strategy. These teams serve several
purposes. First, one human resource man-
ager te-ld us, "The competition between
membc,s is healthy and fun, and makes for
a good team. And they learn how to adapt to
others from different cultures within the
team, which promotes adaptation to diverse
clients externally." Second, according to
several line directors as well as human re-
source directors, use of such teams is often
the bestif not the onlyway to put to-
gether the right mix of expertise for tackling
an international project. "We must be able
to draw on the specialty strengths of each
country," one of them noted.

Updated Models for
International Careers
Globalism means shifting from older multi-
national, U.S.-centered models to a more
internationalized understanding of the eco-
nomic environment. Corresponding
changes are beginning to appear in the ways
corporations prepare their employees for
international assignments. New practices
diverge markedh. in several respects from
traditional relocation services.

First, corporations expect that a larger
proportion of their U.S. workforce will have
international assignments. A substantial
majority regard it as vital for the U.S. em-
ployee to become dome;tically competent
before going international- two to three
years was the modal time perk. '3 cited by in
terviewees in this regard. Howevr, many of
the firms in this study think that tl. e first in-
ternational assignment should coin: early in
the career path. It costs less to scnd a junior
employee to a non-U.S. site: further, human
resource managers believe that the longer
the period before first exposure to work
within a different culture, the harder the
adaptation will be. Senior-level employees
with no prior international experience are
regarded as high-risk candidates for clogs
abroad. In response to these kinds of issues,
a few of the corporations had made major
changes in career planning. Although others
retained separate international and domes-
tic career paths and recruited quite different
individuals into them, these firms have
begun to hire all career employees as poten-
tial international candidates, rotating them
between international and domestic assign-
ments as they head up the career ladder.

Second, a small number of firms in the
sample carefully developed philosophies of
globaiism and conveyed them to all em-
ployees. One such corporation, for exam-
ple, has a policy that "the doors are open for
everyone, all up and down the career path."

(continued on page 32)

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

Two kinds of information-gathering procedures were

conducted at each site: individual interviews and group

discussions. The individual interviews were serni-struc-

tured and followed a common protocol. Interviewees at corpo-

rate sites included senior members of management, heads of

personnel or human resources departments, and department

directors. Academic interviewees included senior decision

makers, directors of the career placement service, and senior

t acuhy members. The group discussions were conducted with

recently hired, entry-level corporate professionals ane graduat-

ing students seeking professional jobs.

All participants also completed a five-point scale r.,ing

the importance of various factors in successful job perfor-

mance in a globally oriented firm. A total of approsimately

350 people participated. divided about evenly between corpo-

rate and academic sites. The field researth was conducted be-

tween September 1991 and February 1992.

Requiring about an hour to complete, the interview was

intended mainly to elicit information about the institution

and about individuals' capacity to carry out specific roles.

Most interviewees could not respond fully to all questions. For

example, senior managers often knew little about the specifics

of their firm's caege recruitment program; on the other

hand, many human resource specialists did not have a corn-

prehensive picture of the firm's international business strat-

egy. But when the responses of all role incumlients were com-

bined, they generated an information base adiquate for

answering the questions of primary research iwertst in this

study.

Academic collection efforts focused on departments

whose students would probably be aiming to enter the work-

force rather than go on to graduate school. We therefore in-

terviewed many representatives of departments such as engi-

neering, economics, computer science, geology, international

relations, communications, business, and other disciplines

whose F:duates often enter the workforce with a baccalaure-

ate degree. These majors also enact large numbers of interna-

tional students. Additionally, representatives of other depart-

ments, such as foreign languages, political science, arid foreign

area studies, were interviewed.

The perceptions and behaviors observed in the study

sample may not generalize to all U.S. corporations and col-

leges. The sites were selected because they appeared to be

aware of and actively responding to an increasingly global eco-

nomic environment ane thus ?fere likely to be on the leading

edge on issues of glottalism.

It is important to distinguish carefully between percep-

tions and reported behaviors, and between actual conditions

and behaviors. No attempt was made in this study to establish

the validity of respondents' answers. Anecdotal evidence sug-

gested that some responses, though based on recent experi-

ence, were in fact inaccurate and outdated Some corporations

and colleges appear to be moving very quickly to meet the

challenges of a global economy, and their ongoing efforts are

undoubtedly not fully reflected in the data reported here.
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HIRING continued front page 15

In particular. it is unacceptable "to have only U.S.
employees in upper management and locals in
lower-level roles" at international sites: rather,
"all have to be treated equally." As a further move
to overcome U.S.-centered orientations, the com-
pany has a pOlicy against "expatriate ghettos"; it

roadblocks" to this philosophy he contends that it
has increased the company's acceptance around
the world.

Finally, dealing with repatriation after the
successful completion of an international assign-
ment is as yet an unresolved problem for corpo-
rations. Most corporate respondents acknowl-
edged that their firms do not handle it well,

expects employees to learn the language and be
integrated in the local culture." As the worldwide
vice president for the firm expressed it, employees
are expected not to behave like "guests" or "for-
eigners" in countries where they work, but like
"citizens." Although "there are lots of cultural
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concentrating most energy on making sure the
outbound effort goes smoothly. For instance,
there are few services set up to help employees
cope with reentry shockalthough it is often se-
vere and unexpected. Further, it is likely that little
attention has been given to reintegrating the em-

ployee into the firm in a way that builds on and
rewards the international experience.

Strengthening Ties with Academic
Institutions
industry-university cooperation is not new and is
not directly a response to globalism. However, for
the organizations participating in this research, co-
operation betwetn corporate and educational set-

tings is expected also to serve that aim: and it
is taking place more often. and in more
varied ways, than in previous decades.

The sampled corporations are par-
ticipating in traditional industry-univer-
sity collaborations at high levels. These
collaborative efforts involve spending
more on ioint research and development
efforts and research support for faculty as
well as equipment contributions. Addi-

tionally, some firms were involved in ex-
change programs that permit faculty mem-

bers to spend time in corporate settings while
corporation employees serve as visiting faculty. Al-
though these activities are primarily aimed at im-
proving education in specific disciplines, they also
promote cross-cultural competence.

Most of the firms in the study are making var-
ied efforts to identify and support promising stu-
dents sooner. Reflecting a highly consensual view,
one human resource manager said. "we need a big
push to develop available human resources, start-
ing earliermaybe just after the first or second
yearand offering more coops and other kinds of
development programs." In the past, such oppor-
tunities have most often been offered to students
in the summer of their junior year.

Now many participating firms believe that
some kinds of developmental opportunities
should become available at precollege levels. "If
the United States is going to compete and to draw
its employees from the U.S. workforce." another
human resource manager contended, "we have to
motivate students to do well in high school." Al-
though high schools are generdily viewed as not
pushing students to do "enough intellectual
stretching." two areas were cited most frequently
as sources of marked concern: mathematics and
science, and foreign languages.

With growing uncertainties about the future
of government funding for higher education t and
for precollege education as well I, there is a new
synergy in industry-university relationships. In
this study, these initiatives appear to offer the best
long-term prospects for addressing the human
resource needs for success in a globally competi-
tive environment.

Interviews with corporate representatives
closed with a question about whether they had
maior issues to raise, points of special emphasis,
or critical recommendations to make either to
government policy makers or to decision makers
in academic and business settings. Across a range
of respondents, closing remarks captured a com-
mon theme: Thc United States must do more to
nurture its human resources if it is to remain a
viol and growing part of the global economy. Al-
though the United States today enjoys one of the
world's highest productivity kvels, the corpora-
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tions participating in this study are concerned
about whether it will be able to sustain its corn-
petative advantage in the decades to come. The
answer to that question. they believe. turns in

large measure on the development of a high-per-
formance global workforcs.

One of the dearest messages from academic
respondents was "Hdp. we can't do it all with the
dwindling resources we have available to us." In
virtually every interview at all levels of the univer-
sity hierarchy, respondents told us they are willing
to accept the challenge of providing a globally rel-
evant education to their students. Most acknowl-
edged that the status quo would have to be
changed if the U.S. education system is to give stu-
dents a chance to become effective members of a
globally competitive labor market. And most are
trying in some way to take the necessary first steps.

However, if high school graduates arrive less
prepared in basic skill areas as budgets decline,
then the problems facing higher educational insti-

tutions become greater
and greater. Without ad-
ditional resources or the
radical reallocation of ex-
isting resources, many re-
spondents maintained, it
is already difficult to en-
sure the same level of
achievement as tcn years
agolet alone to imple-
ment new efforts to
c!-..ange and international-

ize the higher educational
system to serve the needs
of future decades. Well-
prepared foreign students,
of course, require no re-
medial work (provided
their English is adequate(
and allow the university
to focus directly on
achievement.

"The economic

worin doesn't

revolve around

the United

Statesthe

United States is

just one among

mans strong

players in the

elobal business Get Your Message
Straight: Do You

environment." Want Global People
or Not?
Many interviewees in
both camps mentioned
the lack of effective com-
munication between the

corporate and academic communities. Decision
makers and stakeholders in the participating
schools viewed this problem from two angles.
First. many said that in order for schools to re-
spond effectively to the pressures of global com-
petitiveness, thc corporate community must ar-
ticulate its needs and expectations clearly and
consistently. One business school dean, making
this point, insisted that "U.S. business is retarding
the efforts of iversities to globalize students
and the workforce. They are sending all the
wrong signals. They don't tell us clearly what they
want, and don't model the behavior they seek
so we don't believe them. How many executives
do you know who are trying to learn German?
We've got nothing to go on."

5% INTER 195

Career development and placement coun-
selors in particular expressed their disappoint-
ment and frustration with corporate recruiters,
who still give priority to the same types of stu-
dents they did ten years ago. Many respondents
emphasized that although CEOs may profess a
need for highly articulate graduates with a broad
educational background and cross-cultural com-
petence, recruiters seldom seek out such candi-
dates or refer them for on-site hiring interviews.
A high grade-point average in an academic major
is what gets their attention.

Conclusion
According to both corporate and academic re-
spondents, U.S. colleges and universities are turn-
ing out job candidates with high levels of domain
knowli:dge. But with respect to cross-cultural
competence, job candidates are much less well
prepared. They are unlikely to understand the in-
ternational dimensions of their major academic
field; and they probably have not had a general
education background that indudes world his-
tory, geography, or comparative political science.
Moreover, many have had no exposure to other
cultures and languages. Compared to interna-
tional students, our respondents believed U.S.
students to be at a serious competitive disadvan-
tage in the global labor market.

1 0

Although we cannot bound our conclusions
about human resource needs with quantitative
estimates. we believe that in corporations like
those we studied. almost all technical. profes-
sional, and managerial iobs are likely to require
or at least benefit substantially fromcross-cul
tural competence in the near future. Further. for
corporations with a global strategY, the demand i
unlikely to differ as a function of region or sector.
and we would expect the demand to grow as
more and more U.S. firms position themselves
for international competitiveness. Relative to the
expected demand, our research leads to the con-
clusion that the supply of cross culturally cornpe-
tent U.S. job candidates is scarce. Both corporate
and academic participants in the study see it as
imperative to better prepare the U.S. workforce of
the future for success in a global economy.

Calls, Ann Law, a behavioralscientist, and Tora
K. Cikson. a senior scientist, are members o the
RAND Corporation's Social Polio. Department.
The study on which this article was based is entitled
Global Preparedness and Human Resources: Col-
lege and Corporate Perspectives. To order the
study contact RAND's Distribution Services at
310.451.7002; fax 310.451.6915; Internet
orderevrand.org.
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